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Effect of 1 wt% LiF additive on the densification of nanocrystalline $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ ceramics by spark plasma sintering
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Abstract
Densification of nanocrystalline cubic yttria (nc-$\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$) powder, with 18 nm crystal size and 1 wt% LiF as a sintering additive was investigated. Specimens were fabricated by spark plasma sintering at 100 MPa, within the temperature range of 700–1500 °C. Sintering at 700 °C for 5 and 20 min resulted in 95% and 99.7% dense specimens, with an average grain size of 84 and 130 nm, respectively. nc-$\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ without additive was only 65% dense at 700 °C for 5 min. The presence of LiF at low sintering temperatures facilitated rapid densification by particle sliding and jamming release. Sintering at high temperatures resulted in segregation of LiF to the grain boundaries and its entrapment as globular phase within the fast growing $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ grains. The sintering enhancement advantage of LiF was lost at high SPS temperatures.
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1. Introduction
Spark plasma sintering (SPS) has been used for rapid densification of different ceramic compositions to full density at moderate temperatures.1–5 The rapid densification has been mainly related either to plastic deformation or particle sliding at the first and the second stages of sintering, hence significant effect is attributed to the interfacial processes. Therefore, ceramic nano-powders are excellent candidates for densification by SPS due to their large specific surface area. SPS was successfully used for the fabrication of both nanocrystalline and optically transparent ceramics.6–11 The main drawback of the SPS technique lies in the application of graphite as the conducting dies and plungers which form a carbonic atmosphere during densification of the powder compact. The dissolved or entrapped gas may introduce physical defects as well as chemical composition changes in the compact, hence affect its densification behavior12 and especially degrade its optical properties.13

Alkali halides have long been recognized as effective sintering aids towards optically transparent polycrystalline ceramics. LiF was used as a sintering aid for fabrication of transparent oxides.14–17 Different functionalities were tailored to LiF additives such as grain boundary liquid phase formation for diffusion enhancement, increasing the oxygen vacancies and thus the volume diffusion, low-solubility such that it segregates into isolated pockets during the cooling, and finally reaction with the impurities.18 These functionalities were also used for rapid densification of transparent spinel19 and YAG20 by the SPS process. Nevertheless, excess LiF additive was found to degrade the chemical stability of the spinel.21 LiF vapor was suggested to eliminate the carbon by forming a volatile carbon–fluoride gas during the SPS processing of the spinel.19 LiF additives were effective during vacuum hot-pressing of conventional size $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ powders towards transparent ceramics.21–23 The yield stress for plastic deformation in LiF polycrystal is 14 MPa at 350 °C and less than 3.5 MPa at 600 °C,24 which assures easy flow of this additive under the relatively high pressures applied during the SPS.

Recently, densification of pure nc-$\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ powders by SPS at different temperatures was investigated.25–28 SPS of 18 nm $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ particles for 10 min at 1100 °C resulted in 95% dense nanocrystalline ceramics with ~100 nm grains.25,26 Different
nанокристаллического церия, но с сходным размером частиц, был прокален на 1 МПа в течение 100–150 с с момента начала процесса.

2. Экспериментальный подход

Приготовленная нанокристаллическая Y_2O_3 (nc-Y_2O_3, 99.99%, Cathay Advanced Materials, China) с размером кристаллической структуры 18 нм, и микрокристаллическая структура церия (99.995%, Sigma–Aldrich) в качестве присадки были использованы. Полученная nc-Y_2O_3 была смешана с 1 wt% LiF с использованием титановых шаров для 15 мин. Диски диаметром 8 мм были отожжен и сжаты в графитовую матрицу; порошок был изолирован от графитовых пластины и предварительные поверхности. Разные SPS моды были использованы для демонстрации различных эффектов LiF на процесс сжатия. Температура была либо комнатная (модель 1) или 600 °C (модель 2), с применением температурного режима 100 °C/min. Смеси были зажаты при четырех разных температурах: 700 °C и 1000 °C в течение модели 1, и 1200 °C и 1500 °C в течение модели 2. В модели 1, температура была задержана на 2 и 6 мин после завершения процесса, для LiF-допированной и чистой нанокристаллической Y_2O_3, соответственно. Термопауза использовалась для контроля температуры, которая увеличивается до 600 °C (модель 1), и дальнейшее увеличение температуры (модель 2) было контролировано с помощью оптического пирометра, сфокусированного на маленькой дыре, расположенной на поверхности. Диски были полученны и прессованы в графитовую матрицу, диапазон (θ) между 15 и 70°, для сравнения. При этом, для прессовки материал был влажным, в то время как для дальнейших измерений применялись методы механической обработки с использованием алмазных паст и термического травления. Около 200 частиц были измерены в каждом образце, чтобы определить статистику размеров зерен, используя FEI Tecnai G2 T20, работавший при 20 кВ. Основные факты были рассчитаны при помощи XRD и TEM. 25,26 X-ray diffraction spectra from the pure nc-Y_2O_3, and 1 wt% LiF-added nc-Y_2O_3 powder showed the cubic crystal structure of Y_2O_3 and confirmed the presence of the LiF additive by two small but distinct peaks (index peaks in Fig. 1b). The latter were related to (1 1 1) and (2 0 0) reflections, the most intense peaks of cubic LiF. The resolved LiF diffraction peaks, albeit its low volume fraction (2%), can be related to the relatively large size of its crystals dispersed within the nanocrystalline Y_2O_3 powder. Clear broadening of the Y_2O_3 peaks from the as-received powder was visible, resulting from its nanocrystalline character (Fig. 1a and b). The LiF peak was still present after SPS at 700 °C (Fig. 1c). However, the Y_2O_3 peak widths become narrower after the 700 °C treatment, indicating the presence of some particle coarsening and grain growth during the densifica-
tion. Yet, in the diffraction spectrum of the specimen after SPS at 1500°C, no visible LiF peaks were detected. This particle coarsening at 700°C can be related to the activated surfaces of the nano-particles due to the presence of LiF with carbonic gas, and is discussed below. The relatively narrow diffraction peaks observed from the specimen sintered at 1500°C (Fig. 1d) were indicative of the significant grain growth which occurred during the SPS process, leading to loss of the nanocrystalline character. The relatively narrow diffraction peaks observed from the specimen sintered at 1500°C and 180°C/min heating rate resulted in an average grain size of 5.5 ± 2.0 µm compared to 2.5 µm in the present experiments (heating rate of 100°C min⁻¹).²⁶

The changes in the relative density, temperature, and pressure versus the SPS duration for selected specimens were plotted in Figs. 2 and 3. The green density was around 30%. The relative density of pure nc-Y₂O₃ specimens sintered at 700°C (Fig. 2a) and 1000°C (Fig. 2b) increased with the pressure application and stabilized around 42-44% when the desired pressure of 100 MPa was reached after 2 min. It should be noted that no further densification was observed prior to the heating start. Therefore, the observed densification is related to rearrangement and sliding of the particles during the cold compaction. The temperature increase, which began about 6 min after the process start, led to further increase in the relative density up to 65% and 93.5% at 700°C and 1000°C, respectively. The corresponding shrinkage rate for the 700°C treatment increased from $4 \times 10^{-4}$ s⁻¹ to $2.1 \times 10^{-3}$ s⁻¹ near 680°C. However, the relative density seemed to stabilize at 700°C, and an increase of only a few percents was recorded during this isotherm. In the case of pure nc-Y₂O₃ specimen sintered at 1000°C (Fig. 2b), the highest shrinkage rate ($\sim 2.1 \times 10^{-3}$ s⁻¹) was similarly reached at 680°C and persisted up to 880°C. The densification ceased above 880°C, before reaching the final SPS temperature.

The corresponding relative density curves of the 1 wt% LiF-added nc-Y₂O₃ specimens sintered at 700°C (Fig. 2c) and 1000°C (Fig. 2d) exhibited similar trends (as mentioned above), albeit with two main differences. First, the temperature was increased immediately after the maximum pressure was reached. Still, the density increased negligibly during the heating (at the first 5 min) under constant pressure. Second, in both treatments, the temperature at which the maximum shrinkage rate started ($\sim 600°C$) was lower by 80°C than that observed for the pure nc-Y₂O₃ specimens. The highest shrinkage rates for the LiF-added specimens sintered at 700°C and 1000°C were $4.1 \times 10^{-3}$ s⁻¹ and $4.5 \times 10^{-3}$ s⁻¹, respectively, higher by more than two times than measured for the counterpart pure nc-Y₂O₃ compacts. It is of noteworthy that the relative densities in the pure nc-Y₂O₃ specimens at 700°C and 1000°C were 65% and 93.5%, respectively, compared to 95% and 95.3% in their LiF-added counterpart specimens. Again, no noticeable densification was observed at the isotherms.

The relative density curves of the LiF-added nc-Y₂O₃ specimen sintered by mode 2 at 1500°C showed a high degree of...
densification at the heating pulse (∼100 s) while under 50 MPa pressure, before reaching the maximal pressure (Fig. 3a). Another run has been performed with a similar thermal cycle but with pressure only applied at the SPS isotherm (Fig. 3b). Even though the pressure was negligible (6–12 MPa) during the temperature increase, a significant densification started already at 700 °C and reached 77% at ∼1000 °C. These experiments revealed the strong effect of the capillary forces due to the high specific surface area of the nanocrystalline powder, aided by the presence of viscous LiF as discussed below. The maximum shrinkage rates determined around the inflection points of the density curves were $2.6 \times 10^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ and $5.4 \times 10^{-3} \text{s}^{-1}$, with and without pressure application, respectively.

It was found that ∼3 min after the SPS process had started, the LiF-added nc-Y$_2$O$_3$ specimen reached over 95% final density under 100 MPa with a heat pulse at 600 °C (Fig. 3a). The cause for the decrease in the relative density at longer durations may be associated with the thermal expansion mismatch between the dense specimen and the graphite plungers; it ceased at the end of the heating stage. Some chemical reaction of LiF with carbon and gas formation may also be present.

Important densification behavior was noted in pure nc-Y$_2$O$_3$ heated to 1500 °C (Fig. 3c). Densification started with the pressure increase and continued with a heat pulse at 600 °C; it ceased at a relative density of 62% when the maximum applied pressure of 100 MPa was reached at 600 °C (200 s in Fig. 3c). Further increase in temperature at constant pressure did not contribute to further densification. Nevertheless, occasional pressure release (at 400 and 580 s in Fig. 3c) and reload steps (at 450 and 610 s in Fig. 3c) led to further increase in the relative density to 77% and 98%, respectively. This effect revealed the jamming tendency of the pure nc-Y$_2$O$_3$ powder during the compaction, even at very high temperatures. Any change in the stress distribution in the jammed powder compact (i.e., pressure release and reload) is expected to release the jamming (until the buildup of the next jam). Jam release initiated by decrease in the applied pressure is associated with negligible shrinkage, due to the elastic nature of the jamming. Only after reloading, the particle sliding can contribute to further shrinkage, hence further densification, as observed. This is in strong contrast to the easy compaction and high shrinkage rate of the LiF-added counterpart specimen (Fig. 3a), revealing the strong lubricating effect of LiF on the compact densification.

The relative densities of the different specimens versus the SPS temperature are shown in Fig. 4. Generally, all densities increased with the SPS temperature increase, in contrast to the density decrease observed above 1400 °C, when a heating rate of 180 °C min$^{-1}$ was used. However, the main point of this plot is the significant increase in the density of the LiF-added specimens already at 700 °C (95%), compared to pure nc-Y$_2$O$_3$ (65%). At higher SPS temperatures, the density of the LiF-added specimen is higher only by a few percents than that of pure nc-
Y2O3. Further increase in the SPS duration to 20 min at 700 °C resulted in a relative density of 99.7%, with an average grain size of 130 nm. On the other hand, the average grain size measured versus the SPS temperatures exhibited significant grain growth with the temperature increase in the LiF-added specimens (Fig. 5); the average grain size increased from 84 ± 30 nm at 700 °C to 17 ± 10 μm at 1500 °C.

TEM images of the LiF-added specimen sintered at 700 °C revealed some micrometer size elongated grains (Fig. 6a) in the otherwise relatively homogeneous nanostructure matrix with equiaxed grains, smaller than 200 nm in diameter (Fig. 6b). Microchemical composition analysis by EDS of the elongated grains confirmed their composition to be Y2O3. The elongated Y2O3 grains were randomly distributed within the matrix, with no relation to the loading direction. Higher magnification of the nanocrystalline grains revealed the presence of closed nanometric pores at many grain corners (arrowed in Fig. 6c).

After SPS at 1000 °C, a rather non-homogeneous microstructure was observed (Fig. 7), containing regions with micrometer size (∼10 μm) and submicrometer size (500 nm) grains as well as pores. A lens-shaped LiF-rich second phase was observed at several grain boundaries (gb) of the larger grains (Fig. 7b), indicating a low solubility of LiF in Y2O3. The observed morphology of this second phase and the grain boundaries which were associated with it, resemble grain growth affected by Zener precipitate/pore drag. The non-homogeneous microstructure observed after sintering of the LiF-added specimens, both at 700 °C and 1000 °C, may result from a very low volume fraction (2 vol%) of the LiF precursor crystals in nc-Y2O3, as well as from insufficient ball milling and the large particle size difference.
TEM images of specimens sintered at 1500 °C showed a more homogeneous microstructure with large micrometer-size grains (Fig. 8). Most of the grain boundaries in the LiF-added specimen were free of LiF-rich second-phase particles, which were occasionally observed as spherical globules occluded within the larger grains or at the gb quadruple nodes (Fig. 8a). The globular phase also appeared as pores inside the grains, apparently due to their preferred ion milling during the TEM specimen prepa-
Fig. 8. TEM images showing the main microstructure features of the specimens sintered at 1500 °C by SPS. (a) LiF-rich globular occluded particles and amorphous gb phase at the corners of the larger dislocated grains in LiF-added nc-Y2O3. (b) Dislocation networks within the larger grains of pure Y2O3 versus (c) dislocation-free equiaxed submicrometer size grains.

ration. The second phase at the gb corners was featureless and exhibited an amorphous appearance; nevertheless, it was crystal-lized during the TEM observation (heated by the electron beam irradiation, i.e., the spherical particle at the triple junction at the left side of Fig. 8a), confirming the amorphous and metastable nature of the gb phase. The pores were distinguished from the second-phase particles and amorphous pockets by tilting experiments using TEM. Further microchemical composition analysis by EDS of the globular particles revealed the presence of a fluoride compound; lithium was not detected because of the detection limit of the EDS detector. Therefore, the globu-lar as well as the gb phase at the grain corners were believed to be residue of a LiF-rich phase, which segregated to the grain boundaries during sintering, in agreement with previous findings.22,23 The other important microstructure feature was the presence of dislocation networks resembling low angle grain boundaries (LAGBs) inside several large grains in LiF-added (Fig. 8a) and in pure Y2O3 (Fig. 8b) specimens. For comparison, TEM images of the pure nc-Y2O3 specimen sintered at 1500 °C showed dislocation-free regions with submicrometer size grains (Fig. 8c). These observed dislocation networks are the remnant of the high temperature strain releasing mechanisms associated with particle sliding and rotation through which larger grains evolve.

The differential scanning calorimetric curves of the pure nc-Y2O3 and its LiF-added counterpart are shown in Fig. 9. The pure nc-Y2O3 exhibited a slight heat absorption with the temperature increase, which may be associated with partial sintering. However, very large endothermic peak spanning from ~400 °C to 1400 °C with a maximum around 1180 °C was observed in the LiF-added powder. This endothermic peak may be associated with reaction between the highly active surfaces of the nc-Y2O3 and viscous LiF or its constituents vapor, as LiF experiences drastic softening at 400 °C.24 Finally, a small endothermic peak (hatched area in Fig. 9) overrides the larger peak, starting from the LiF melting temperature (~846 °C) and ending at ~985 °C, and resembles the LiF melting.

4. Discussion

All the SPS experiments confirmed that densification starts immediately as pressure is applied to the cold powder, pre-
evenly compacted at 700 °C. The LiF melting point (846 °C) is shown by the arrow.

Fig. 9. Differential scanning calorimeter curves showing the endothermic reaction in 1 wt% LiF added nc-Y2O3 powder extending from 400 °C to 1400 °C, together with the endothermic melting peak of LiF (hatched peak). The LiF melting point (846 °C) is shown by the arrow.

sumably by particle rearrangement and sliding. A further rapid increase in the density occurs with the temperature increase, as was observed for the specimens sintered at 700 °C and 1000 °C. This further increase occurs by the aid of diffusional processes. Yet, this increase takes place to a larger extent and at a lower temperature for the LiF-added specimen than for pure nc-Y2O3 compact. As was mentioned above, LiF has been used as an effective sintering aid for densification of yttrium oxide to optical transparency. However, densification of 1 μm size Y2O3 particles with LiF additive necessitated application of vacuum hot-pressing at high temperatures, i.e., 1300 °C. Full densification of 1–6 μm size particles also with LiF at lower temperatures, i.e., 950 °C and 70 MPa, was possible only after very long durations, up to 48 h. In all reported experiments, a pressure of several tens of MPa was applied at the hot-pressing temperature. Therefore, the effect of LiF on enhanced densification in the present nanocrystalline powders should be carefully examined.

On one hand, LiF single crystals undergo an easy slip already at room temperature under a relatively low applied pressure of 3.4 MPa. A deformation mechanism map for coarse grained LiF clearly indicates massive plastic deformation above 100 °C. Our preliminary SPS experiments (not shown here), using the pure green compact of the present LiF microcrystals, showed significant plastic flow under 100 MPa already at room temperature, leading to almost full densification at 500 °C. LiF single crystals easily deform under compression of 1.4 MPa at 500 °C and 0.7 MPa at 700 °C. This is expected to enhance the densification of the nc-Y2O3 powder compact in the vicinity of the LiF particles, subjected to a low (6 MPa) holding pressure at 600 °C. The large elongated Y2O3 grains observed at 700 °C can be a manifestation of this process. Nevertheless, the Y2O3 nanoparticles were evenly compacted at 700 °C into a dense structure throughout the specimens. Since the amount of 1 wt% (2 vol%) of LiF microcrystals is not sufficient to be homogeneously distributed along all nc-Y2O3 grain boundaries, plastic deformation of LiF microcrystals alone cannot explain the enhanced densification at 700 °C.

On the other hand, similar enhanced and homogeneous densification was reported during low temperature (i.e., 575 °C) hot pressing of 100 nm MgO powder with 2 wt% LiF additive. Their differential thermal analyses (DTA) showed no liquid formation at temperatures below the LiF melting point (846 °C). The authors deduced that if eutectic liquid forms, its composition and melting temperature should be very close to those of LiF. Consequently, the even distribution of LiF, below its melting point, throughout the powder compact was related to mass transfer by the vapor phase to facilitate particle rearrangement; the relatively high vapor pressure of 3 × 10−2 Pa was estimated at the hot-pressing temperature. Similar evaporation of LiF and condensation on the Y2O3 nanoparticle surfaces may take place in the present system (see large endothermic peak in Fig. 9), albeit with much faster kinetics due to the higher heating rates and the applied electric field. In this respect, chemical reaction between LiF and the carbonic species such as sputtered carbon at the particle surfaces and CO gas present within the die atmosphere, may be responsible for the formation of gaseous graphite fluoride, (CF)n, and Li ions, as suggested by Reimanis and Kleebe, Meir et al., and Nakajima. The solubility of Li+ ions in oxides such as spinel, MgO, and BaTiO3 was reported. Adsorption of the very active Li+ ions in the Y2O3 nanoparticle surfaces may enhance their surface activity, improve the surface diffusivity, and the wettability ability by forming point defects. Surface modification may enable rapid shrinkage as it diminishes friction between particles, so that further compaction can take place. This is most important especially in nc-Y2O3, as was shown to experience a jamming effect in its pure composition. Therefore, enhanced densification aided by viscous flow and vapor condensation along the nanoparticle surfaces is in agreement with the very high shrinkage rates observed in the presence of LiF (i.e., 2.6 × 10−2 s−1).

Furthermore, at temperatures above ~846 °C, LiF exists as a melt along the grain boundaries. At this stage, the available nc-Y2O3 particle surfaces may be modified by absorption of viscous LiF or its dissociated ions, and as a result of the small length-scale, high capillary force gradients may be present. Aside from this chemical driving force, additional electric field effects which enhance the diffusivity at the interfaces may also be present. These effects apparently lead to accelerated diffusion, hence to much higher densification rates in the LiF-added specimens. The viscous LiF under the relatively high applied pressure (100 MPa) is thus distributed more evenly in the Y2O3 compact. According to hot-pressing experiments, the liquid LiF flows along surfaces and grain boundaries, into unfilled pores and finally towards the compact surfaces and is finally diminished by evaporation. Similar behavior was observed in the LiF-added yttria produced by hot forging where no LiF was detected using the flame photometry analysis. However, the addition of LiF in the present study practically influences the SPS process of nc-Y2O3 at the lower temperature (700 °C) only, as it enables reaching the
final sintering stage (characterized by isolated pores and density >92%) within 5 min. This effect is highlighted by the much lower final density of 65% measured for the additive-free nc-Y$_2$O$_3$.

Once the melting temperature of LiF (846°C) is reached, LiF can flow throughout the specimen, and enhance densification by modification of the particle surface and the grain boundary compositions. However, the specimens reach the dwell SPS temperatures when already at final stage sintering; further densification is prone to significant grain growth. Therefore, both the enhanced grain growth to the micrometer size grains, and the apparent low solubility of LiF, lead to LiF segregation as the second phase precipitates in the grain boundaries. This was the main reason for the degraded optical properties reported for increased hot-pressing temperatures in Y$_2$O$_3$; uneven distribution of LiF caused to abnormal grain growth and reduced optical transmittance.\textsuperscript{22}

Finally, the non-homogeneous microstructure observed in the LiF-added specimens at low temperatures is due to the very low volume fraction of the LiF microcrystals dispersed within the Y$_2$O$_3$ nanoparticle matrix. In the regions adjacent to the LiF crystals, Y$_2$O$_3$ grain growth may be enhanced by immediate reaction with the viscous sintering additive. The LiF-rich regions at 1000°C led to large micrometer-size grains, while neighboring LiF-lean regions remained in the submicrometer range. Higher SPS temperatures are also associated with faster chemical reaction of LiF with the carbonic gaseous atmosphere and decomposition of LiF as reported for spinel.\textsuperscript{19,41} However, not all the LiF was able to leave the specimen. The occluded LiF-rich globules inside the grains, observed by TEM images, confirmed this. During the very rapid sintering process and due to the low solubility of LiF in Y$_2$O$_3$, excess LiF segregates to the grain boundaries and may be entrapped due to the higher mobility of the grain boundaries at high temperatures.

5. Conclusions

Nanocrystalline cubic yttria (nc-Y$_2$O$_3$) powder, with and without 1 wt% LiF as a sintering additive, were densified by spark plasma sintering at 100 MPa pressure, between 700°C and 1500°C. Sintering at 700°C for 5 and 20 min durations in the presence of LiF resulted in 95% and 99.7% dense specimens; the corresponding grain sizes were 84 and 130 nm, respectively. The presence of LiF at low sintering temperatures assisted rapid densification by particle sliding and decreasing the jamming tendency. Higher sintering temperatures resulted in LiF segregation to the grain boundaries and its entrapment as a globular phase within the fast growing grains. The sintering enhancement advantage of LiF was lost at high temperatures, where enhanced grain growth took place.
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